THE INSIDER’S GUIDE
TO SECURITY AND FIRE PROTECTION
FOR CALIFORNIA BUSINESSES

Dear Reader:
Whether you are looking to install or upgrade a security
system for your business, or are just getting started in
your research, consider this e-book a guide to get you
thinking about security companies and what kind of
products and services you need to protect your property
from theft and fire.
While our focus is security and fire systems for
California businesses, the information in this book
applies to security for commercial property anywhere,
big or small, indoor and out. Whether your business
occupies a single store or multiple buildings, this e-book
will give you basic information you’ll need to make
a decision.
We hope it’s helpful. In the meantime, we’re here to
answer any questions you have about security and fire
systems going forward.
Sincerely,
Your Friends at Bay Alarm
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HOW SAFE
IS YOUR BUSINESS?

Is your commercial property safe?
Commercial property theft is on the rise in California.
On average, over 1 million commercial property crimes are
committed each year in California alone. Outside areas that
are hard to patrol and secure make easy targets for thieves,
like open lots (such as car dealerships), recreation facilities,
HVAC units, rooftops and construction sites. Every year,
about $1 billion in construction equipment is stolen in the
United States.
Theft of equipment, supplies, and data from indoor workspaces
is even more rampant.

Gates, locks, signs, and even security guards are not enough to
protect your most important investment. Today, truly effective
security requires an integrated, professional strategy.
Protecting your assets from theft and fire begins with educating
yourself about the risks, and taking the necessary steps to
reduce those risks. This e-book will tell you about the most
common types of security breaches, what makes your business
vulnerable, and what you need for a holistic security strategy
that will ensure the safety of your business property 24/7.

In fact, commercial property theft and fires are the chief causes
of failure for one in three businesses--not surprising when you
consider the potential impact:
 The cost of replacing lost equipment and supplies
 Higher insurance costs following an incident
 Lost productivity
 Business reputation and legacy
 Your personal reputation and health

Small businesses
and retailers lose approximately

$33 billion
in revenue every year
due to theft and fire
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Data Security

Building Security

18 ways your business is vulnerable to theft
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It lacks a
high-quality video
security system

You don’t keep
important or sensitive
documents in a
locked area

No monitoring
of your building’s
perimeter

Computer passwords
are not changed
every 30 days

No monitoring
of your loading dock
and/or warehouse

Your Wi-Fi network
is unsecured

Poor outdoor
lighting around
property

Indoor lighting
is poor or
inadequate

Unlimited access
to shared folders
and files on
the network

You don’t
shred discarded
documents

Personnel Security

Front or back
door is frequently
propped open

Windows
are unprotected
or unlocked

Your cash offices,
supply room,
and/or computer
equipment are unlocked
or unmonitored

No access
control system

Some of your
employees are not
trustworthy

No background
checks on your
cleaning service

There is no check-in
area for visitors and
delivery personnel

Terminated
employees don’t
return keys
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SECURITY SYSTEMS
EXPLAINED

Protecting your
business from theft
Theft of commercial property falls into several categories:
 Theft of outdoor property, such as exposed equipment
or materials
 Theft of indoor property by intruders
 Theft of indoor or outdoor property by employees

Security:
the “people factor”
and “technology factor”
A 360-degree security strategy requires a seamless
integration of technology with human expertise. We’ll
cover both—and how they should be working together
to create a total security solution for your business.
We’d like to cover the “people factor” first, and for
a good reason:

The type of security system you need will depend
on a number of variables such as:
 What size property you have
 How many employees you have
 What type of merchandise or products you keep
on premises—jewelry stores will require a different
setup than a car-parts store
 The physical architecture of your property.
Single or multiple stories? One building or a
multi-building campus?

A security system
is only as good as
the monitoring and
response operation
behind it

To be effective, your security system needs to encompass
all of the three theft scenarios above, allowing, of course,
for the unique features of your property.
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Alarm monitoring and response
Even though many security companies offer similar technology, what
makes any alarm system worth the investment is what happens when
the alarm is tripped.
You can buy the most sophisticated alarm equipment available, but in
the end, it’s only as good as the monitoring and response operation
behind it.
When considering a security company, you should evaluate the caliber
of its monitoring and response by asking and answering these questions:
Does it have UL-listed local monitoring stations that are
staffed 24/7 by its own professionally trained operators?
(UL is a company that certifies, validates, tests, inspects,
and audits for compliance and regulatory issues.
 Does the monitoring station have a CSAA (Central Station
Alarm Association) Five-Diamond Certification, meaning
that it satisfies every requirement of the CSAA Five
Points of Excellence?
 Are the monitoring station agents familiar with local
jurisdictions and alarm procedures? Have they undergone
rigorous classroom and field training?
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CSAA Five Points of Excellence

It passes random
inspections and
quality criteria
standards by a
nationally recognized
third-party laboratory
such as
UL or FM
It maintains the
highest levels of
customer service

It is committed to
raising industry
standards through
CSAA membership
and activity
participation

And, consider these questions as well. They could
reveal important differences between one company’s
monitoring and response capabilities and another:
 Is the security company based in California? Some
national companies may outsource their monitoring
agents, and the monitoring station might not be
located anywhere near your business property.
 Do the monitoring agents have close ties with local
law-enforcement officials?

It fulfills ongoing
job-related education
and testing requirements.
All operators must
be CSAA training
series-certified

It takes every
necessary precaution
in proactively
reducing false alarm
dispatches

 Do company employees have a native familiarity with
the neighborhood in which your business is located?
Are they part of your communities, or are they located
far away?
Now that you have some baseline criteria for evaluating
a security company’s monitoring and response, let’s
move on to the “technology factor”-- beginning with
alarm systems.
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Choosing the right security system
Burglar Alarms

CCTV Video Surveillance

Like monitoring and response, burglar alarms should
also uphold high standards of certification.

Monitoring and recording activity at your business can
benefit you in many ways:

 Burglar alarms should be UL-rated and uphold the
requirements UL 681 “Standard for Installation and
Classification of Burglar and Holdup Alarm Systems.”
This is important, since many insurance providers
require systems to be UL-certified as a condition of
coverage.

 CCTV acts as a deterrent to theft, holdups, and
property crimes.

 Your security company also should perform annual
inspections to make sure that your system is up to
code and functioning properly.

 A CCTV system allows you to retrieve archival video
data by day/time or event.

Now, read about a technology that could be the most
important investment you’ll make in protecting your
outdoor premises.

 Professionally-installed CCTV security cameras enable
you to monitor customers, employees, and suppliers
onsite or remotely.

 CCTV can be used to control entry to, and exit from
your premises when combined with central guardstation monitors.
High-quality CCTV systems offer all those advantages,
as well as these benefits:
 Single channel or multi-camera recording
 Programmable resolution and storage duration
 Optional Ethernet TCP/IP connectivity
 Digital quality for sharp, clear images
 Quick location and playback of events
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 Viewing from remote locations via network connection

CCTV Remote Access

Video Verification

Having the ability to access your CCTV remotely, from
any device at any time, is a huge advantage. It gives you
the security of being able to “see” your workplace when
you can’t be there in person.

What is video verification? It’s a live video feed of
anyone who enters your outdoor premises, viewed by
agents monitoring the video in real time to determine
if a crime is being committed. As you can imagine,
video verification is far more effective and efficient than
security guards. In fact, it’s been proven to be one of the
most successful strategies to catch burglars.

Bay Alarm’s version of this technology is the Digital
Watchdog system and App.
With the DW App you can:
 Connect, view, playback, and search video
surveillance solutions anywhere, anytime
 Remotely control your DW VMAX video
surveillance products
 View up to 16 channels simultaneously in live
or playback mode
 Capture immediate still images, and control
pan-tilt-zoom cameras
 Watch multiple channels simultaneously, in full
screen and wide mode

An example of a video verification system is BayGuard.
Before we tell you how it works, here’s an example of
what it does…
The real power of video
verification is what you
don’t see in this clip.
As cameras capture
this crime-in-progress,
monitoring station agents
are watching it, verifying
whether or not it’s a true
criminal event.

 Manage multiple sites in the same app
 Get help on-the-go with setup & configuration
assistance
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The power of video verification
How Video Verification Works

BayGuard Video Verification

First, motion viewers are installed around your outside
property. The system is wireless, which makes installation
very easy and flexible.

BayGuard is Bay Alarm’s award-winning video verification
system. We were one of the first security companies to
recognize the effectiveness of video-verified alarm systems
for the protection of outdoor property. As such, the security
industry recognized us for our pioneering work in video
verification by naming Bay Alarm the world’s #1 Installer
of Outdoor Protection.

When a motion viewer is tripped, the video camera films
a 10-second clip which is sent directly to the central
monitoring station. The monitoring agent determines if there
is an actual intruder, and if so, dispatches the authorities
immediately.
If the alarm is false or a non-event, agents will NOT notify
the authorities. That’s one way that video verification saves
you money, since false alarms can be expensive.

Bay Alarm is proud to have been awarded Platinum
Outdoor Certification in recognition of demonstrated
excellence and experience in the integration of outdoor
video verification alarm systems with an installation base
of over five thousand actively-monitored Outdoor
Motion Viewers.

Platinum Outdoor
Certification
In recognition of demonstrated excellence and
experience in the integration of outdoor Videofied
alarm systems with an installation base of over five
thousand actively monitored Outdoor MotionViewers.
VI
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Video verification,
in tandem with a local,
expert monitoring and
response team, is the most
powerful strategy you can have
for protecting your outdoor
premises from theft

Awarded to

Bay Alarm
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Indoor property theft

Q:
A:

Who would you guess steals more
merchandise from retail stores
in the United States:

customers or
employees?

Employees.
By about $18 billion
more per year.

It’s surprisingly common—and
easy—for employees to steal from
their workplaces. That’s why CCTV
has become a strategy of choice for
employers who are serious about
deterring theft in the workplace.
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1 in 30
employees steals
from the workplace

Employee theft and access control
Employee theft is an all-too-common occurrence in today’s
workplace--to the tune of $30 billion in revenue every year.
Employee theft ranges from pilfering supplies (like pens,
staplers, and tape dispensers) to stealing trade secrets from
your company’s computers.

Here are some benefits of a BayAccess system:

Security Access Control (SAC) can be a critical
component of your anti-theft strategy. Access control is the
act of ensuring that an authenticated user accesses only
what he or she is authorized to and no more.

Remote Management: Remotely control user groups’
access, update holiday schedules, and even lock or
unlock doors.

BayAccess is one such security access control system.
It offers top-tier security for all types of businesses, and can
be scaled from single door retail applications to multi-site,
campus-style properties.

Ease of Use & Affordability: Embedded browser-based
network appliances make BayAccess reliable and affordable
for any entry-level control application.

Scalability: BayAccess can be scaled up to provide
increased door and reader capacity, enhanced features, and
higher level capabilities.
Compatibility: Compatible with most readers and formats
for existing equipment connectivity.
Now that we’ve covered security systems and monitoring
and response, let’s move on to that other, potentially
devastating event: Fire.
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FIRE DETECTION
SYSTEMS

A 360-degree approach to fire detection
According to the National Fire Protection Association,
U.S. fire departments respond to an average of 100,000
non-residential fires per year. The three states that ranked
highest for non-residential fires included—you guessed
it—California.
And the vast majority of fires in this category were in
business offices.

Fire Systems: Beyond Technology
Like security systems, the value of a fire detection system
goes beyond the technology. It starts with the design:
making sure the system is tailored to your property and that
it complies with all state codes and regulations.
Once the design is completed, the plans must be submitted
for approval by your area’s regulatory agencies. Only then is
the system installed. And then it must be tested, monitored,
and inspected on an ongoing basis.
There are two ways to approach the process. You can hire
contractors to do the work piecemeal. Or you can hire a
full-service fire alarm company that can take care of every
step in the process, with a single point of contact. As you
can imagine, the turnkey approach has many benefits: ease,
convenience, quality, and high level of expertise.

A company such as Bay Alarm can provide a total fire
detection solution, giving you the security of these benefits:
 Licensed to perform all required NFPA fire alarm system
inspections
 Licensed by the State Fire Marshal’s office to perform
sprinkler inspections
 Internet-based monitoring and radio communication for
alarm transmissions, eliminating phone lines
 24-Hour, UL Listed monitoring station that provides
prompt notification to the fire department
 Its own Codes, Standards & Compliance Department
 In-house, NICET Certified, fire alarm system designers
 Ongoing fire education and support for sales staff

Most non-residential
fires happen in
business offices
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Fire sprinkler
system inspections
It’s a proven fact that fire sprinkler systems save
lives and extinguish fires.
California regulations require sprinkler systems in
all office buildings. They also require sprinkler systems
to be operable at all times and inspections to be performed
at least quarterly.
Enlist a company that is licensed to test and inspect all
facets of your fire sprinkler system to ensure that your
property is in compliance.
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Employee

Workspace

17 smart fire prevention practices
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Provide a minimum
of one 2A 10BC-rated
fire extinguisher
for every 75 feet
of travel distance
within every
6,000 square feet

Hold meetings
to educate
your employees
on emergency
evacuation plans

Provide quarterly
maintenance and
5-year certification
of your fire sprinkler
system

Familiarize and
train employees
on how to use fire
extinguishers and
other fire-fighting tools

Mount fire extinguishers
on the wall,
three to five feet
from the floor

Stage a fire drill
at least
once a year

Remove trash
and waste paper
from the office
on a regular basis

Clearly mark
emergency exits
and escape routes,
and keep them
unobstructed at all times

Keep the furnace room,
electrical rooms,
and spaces below
stairwells clear—
never use them
for storage

Equipment

Place heat-generating
appliances such
as copiers, heaters,
and coffee makers
away from combustible
materials

Keep your workspace
and equipment well
ventilated and clean—
especially clear of
oil and dust

Do not use electrical
equipment when
flammable gases,
vapors, liquids, dust,
or fibers are present

Clearly label
the contents of all
compressed gas cylinders.
Chain or nest cylinders
to prevent them
from falling over

Check to
make sure your circuits
are not overloaded

Use three-prong
plugs only in
three-slot outlets
and two-prong plugs
in two-prong outlets.

Use extension
cords ONLY for
temporary wiring

Replace any
damaged or missing
electrical components,
including the covers
on all plates

Identify each
circuit breaker
in an electrical panel
and install blanks for
missing circuit breakers
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ABOUT BAY ALARM
The California Security Experts

Not all security companies
are created equal
Security companies differ in many ways: size, the types of contracts and services they offer,
where they’re located, their employee screening process, and, of course, how long they’ve
been in business.
Some security companies sell their systems through resellers. Resellers provide a contract
for a limited period of time, after which they renounce all obligation to the customer. Other
companies are national, with monitoring stations spread throughout the country and
outsourced agents responding to alarm calls.
Still others are not security companies at all, but specialize in other services, such as
cable TV. These companies might offer security systems as part of a “bundled” package.
As such, their level of expertise is likely not as high as that of a dedicated security company,
and employees are less likely to have undergone rigorous background checks.
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Bay Alarm:
What makes us different
First, we’re a local, family-owned California security company.
We started here in 1946. That means we know your neighborhoods and your law
enforcement officials. It also means that our expertise in California security
and fire regulations and codes is unmatched.
Our service branches are right here, in the communities we live and work in,
and support. And the people who staff them have completed over 200 hours
of training in security and fire protection. The pride we take in our company
and its services is self evident: over 17% of our staff has been with Bay Alarm
for over 15 years.
WIth Bay Alarm, you’ll get the best-screened, most highly trained security experts
in the industry designing, installing, monitoring and inspecting your security and/or
fire system.
That’s the Bay Alarm difference. Let us show you what it can mean to the security
and protection of your business.

Call us for a free security review
800.610.1000
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Corporate accounts
Bay Alarm’s Corporate Accounts Department specializes
in designing, installing, and continually monitoring
multiple-location corporate systems. Utilizing the most
recent technology, our well-organized infrastructure,
and our 70 years of trusted experience, we can offer
our corporate account customers a reliable, long-term
relationship that is based on a thorough understanding
of your business and its specific security risks.
With a corporate account, you’ll benefit from:
 A single point of contact for personalized attention
 A dedicated account staff
 Standardization of equipment and services
 Master billing

BayNet Online Account Management
Think of BayNet as your personal central control station
where you can access and monitor your Bay Alarm
security system from any device, whenever you want,
wherever you are.
BayNet makes your Bay Alarm security system easy and
convenient to manage. Simply click the BayNet logo
at the top corner of our main website. Log into BayNet
using your email address and password.
With BayNet, you can:
 View account details and testing results

Now in its third generation of leadership, Bay Alarm
has grown to be the largest independently owned and
operated alarm company in the United States, with
14 service branches all over California, protecting over
120,000 residential and commercial customers.

 Change your emergency notification list

Call us for a free security review: 1-800-610-1000.

BayNet Plus

 Request a Bay Alarm service call
 Pay your bill online and more

Upgrade to BayNet Plus for even more functionality,
such as searching and downloading alarm activity,
viewing arm and disarm events, and downloading facility
management exception reports.
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Call us for a free security review
800.610.1000
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